SEPTEMBER

MEET THE AUTHOR! — SEPT. 15
Conversation with Angelika Bohn, author of Nachbar Nr. 5

Election Watch Party — Sept. 26
Lilly Family Gallery, noon. Exhibition on the 2021 German Federal Elections. Panel discussion. Food, drink, swag, and gift cards!

OCTOBER

German U-NOT-Y — Oct. 10
Carolina Inn, 1 p.m. “Borderless and Brazen: German U-Not-Y in Context & Conversation”

Natasha Kelly — Oct. 26
7 p.m. Screening of Millis Erwachen, followed by a conversation with the director, Natasha Kelly.

Voices from the Black German Women’s Movement
A Conversation with Amal Abbass, co-sponsored by the Black German Heritage and Research Association.

NOVEMBER

Jewish Life in Germany — Nov. 3-9
Exhibition: “1,700 Years of Jewish Life in German-Speaking Lands”

Masel Tov Cocktail
Film screening. Conversation with the directors, Arkadij Khaet and Mickey Paatzsch.

Jewish-German Memory Symposium and Salon — Nov. 6 and 7
The Mendel Archive Project. Two days of videos, artifacts, and discussion.

Evening Memorial Event: November 9, 1938 — Nov. 9
Panel discussion on Jewish German Memorial Culture

Catan Tournament — Nov. 21
900 Room at 3 p.m. Presentation: “The 1938 board game Juden raus!”